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Abstract. The ability of English VP-even but not VP-only to associate with a leftward subject

(Jackendoff, 1972) has been a long-standing puzzle for the theory of focus association, and runs

counter to the generalization that focus-sensitive operators associate with a focused constituent

in their scope. Here I argue that such backwards association is illusory. In cases of apparent

leftward subject association, even is associating with the subject’s predicate-internal lower copy

of movement, which is within the scope of even. The same configuration with only yields an

uninterpretable structure, due to independent differences in the semantic contribution of even and

only. I then show that this pattern of association extends to other cases of movement as well: in

general, even but not only is able to associate with material which has moved out of the operator’s

scope. Patterns of leftward focus association present a new argument against the scope theory of

even.
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1. Introduction

Operators such as only and even are called focus-sensitive as the semantic contribution that they

make is dependent upon a focused associate constituent in the structure. An important goal for

the study of such focus-sensitive expressions has been to provide a compositional semantics for

the effect of focus. The widely-adopted proposal in Rooth (1985, 1992) has the effect of limiting

association to be with material in the operator’s arguments; in particular, in the case of in-situ focus

association, the associate must be in the operator’s scope. An important apparent counterexample

to this generalization is observed by Jackendoff (1972):

(1) VP-even can associate with leftward subject, but not VP-only:1

a. ? A [professor]F is even at the party.

b. * A [professor]F is only at the party.

I propose that even in such cases is actually associating with the subject’s predicate-internal lower

copy of movement, within the scope of even. I adopt the Copy Theory of movement and assume

that the “trace” position includes an unpronounced copy of the moved material. There is therefore
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1Here I adopt the common labels “VP-only” and “VP-even” descriptively. I will assume in derivations later that

these operators adjoin to vP, a projection with propositional type.
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an instance of the focus-marked constituent “professor” within the scope of even, even though it

is part of the copy of the subject which is unpronounced. Even in (1a’) is associating with this

material in the lower copy of movement.

(1a’) ? A [professor]F is even [ a [professor]F at the party].

The same configuration (1b’) with only yields an uninterpretable structure, due to independent

differences in the semantic contributions of even and only. The crucial difference will be that

even’s semantic contribution is a projective inference that does not modify the assertion, whereas

only’s semantic contribution modifies the assertion.

(1b’) * A [professor]F is only [ a [professor]F at the party].

This proposal provides a principled solution to the puzzle of leftward subject association with even

but not only (1), while preserving the generalization that focus-sensitive operators associate with

material in their scope.2

I begin in the next section by reviewing the compositional semantics for focus pioneered by Rooth

(1985, 1992) and discussing the subject association puzzle in more detail in section 3. I then

present my proposal in section 4. This leads to a new argument for the lexical ambiguity theory

of the scale-reversal of even in downward-entailing contexts, and against the scope theory of even,

which I present in section 5.

Finally, in section 6, I show that this same logic extends to other movement configurations as well.

Even but not only is able to associate with certain kinds of material which has moved out of the

operator’s scope, as schematized in (2). This difference can be seen in simple minimal pairs such as

the topicalization examples in (3). Previous work on association in this configuration has focused

primarily on the behavior of only, and therefore incorrectly concluded that such association is in

general not possible (Tancredi, 1990; Aoun and Li, 1993; Beaver and Clark, 2008).

(2) Even can associate with material moved out of its scope, but not only:

αF ... [ *only/?even [ ... ... ]] (with α interpreted as the associate of the operator)

(3) a. ? [Mary]F , John even saw at the party.

b. * [Mary]F , John only saw at the party.

2See Krifka (1998) for discussion of related facts regarding also. As Krifka notes there, additive particles are able

to associate with the (contrastive) topic of a sentence, in lieu of a focus in their scope. As the mechanisms and basic

distribution of association are quite different with additive particles in this way, they will not be discussed here.
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2. Background: the semantics of focus

In this section I present a brief introduction to the compositional semantics of focus. I follow

Jackendoff (1972) and much subsequent work in modeling the effects of focus by the addition of

a formal “F” feature to focused constituents in the narrow syntax. This abstract F-marking can be

thought of as a syntactic annotation which mediates between the observed prosodic realization and

its semantic consequences.

The semantic effect of focus is to introduce alternatives to the focused constituent into the se-

mantic computation. F-marking of “Bill” in example (4) below thus conjures up other potential

alternatives to Bill, based on the current discourse context. Each of these local alternatives then

corresponds to alternative propositions, as shown in (4). The meaning of the proposition without

the contribution of focus-sensitive operators is called the prejacent.

(4) John met [Bill]F .

Prejacent proposition: John met Bill

Focused constituent: Bill

Alternatives to “Bill”: Mary, Sue...

Alternative propositions: John met Mary, John met Sue...

Different focus-sensitive operators then quantify over these alternatives in different ways. Horn

(1969) analyzes only as presupposing the prejacent proposition and asserting the negation of each

other alternative, as exemplified in (5). In contrast, even projects a non-assertive inference that the

prejacent proposition is unlikely compared to its alternatives, and asserts its prejacent, as illustrated

in (6).3,4

(5) John only met [Bill]F .

Presupposition: John met Bill.

Assertion: ¬ (John met Mary) ∧ ¬ (John met Sue) ∧...

(6) John even met [Bill]F .

? inference: ((John met Bill) <likely (John met Mary)) ∧
((John met Bill) <likely (John met Sue)) ∧...

Assertion: John met Bill.

The fact that even does not affect the assertive component of an utterance’s meaning—in contrast to

only which uses focus alternatives to construct its assertion—will play a crucial role in explaining

the difference between even and only later.

3In this section I take the entire proposition, including its proper name subject, to be within the scope of the focus-

sensitive operators VP-only and VP-even. This is for demonstration purposes only. The status of subjects will be

discussed in detail in the following section.
4The status of the scalar inference of even has been debated, often described in previous literature as an implicature

or a presupposition. Here I will adopt the neutral term “inference” and use the arrow ? to indicate this.
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Here I adopt Alternative Semantics, a common approach to focus semantics put forward by Rooth

(1985, 1992). In this approach, focused constituents are interpreted in-situ at LF via a process

of alternative computation. Just as every syntactic node has an ordinary semantic value, we can

similarly compute a node’s focus semantic value, which is a set of alternative denotations for the

node which we can derive by swapping out any F-marked constituents with their contextually-

determined alternatives.5 Here I represent the focus semantic value of node α as Alternatives(α).

This set of alternatives will always include the prejacent, which I will identify with a box.

(7) Alternatives(vP) =







John saw Bill ,

John saw Mary,

John saw Sue







Johne
?

John
?







λye.y saw Bill ,

λye.y saw Mary,

λye.y saw Sue







saw?e,?e,t??
?

λxe.λye. y saw x
?

[Bille]F
?

Bill , Mary, Sue
?

(Box marks prejacent)

A clause-adjoined focus-sensitive operator considers the focus-alternatives of the complement of

the operator, thus F-marked constituents outside of that operator’s scope naturally would not con-

tribute to the evaluation of the operator. This principle seems true given the potential F-markings

which can be associated with a VP-only:

(8) VP-only must c-command its associate: (Jackendoff, 1972, pp. 248–250)

a. * [John]F only gave his daughter a new bicycle.

b. John only [gave]F his daughter a new bicycle.

c. John only gave [his]F daughter a new bicycle.

d. John only gave his [daughter]F a new bicycle.

e. John only gave his daughter a [new]F bicycle.

f. John only gave his daughter a new [bicycle]F .

However, as Jackendoff (1972) notes, these facts are slightly different with VP-even, in that even

is able to associate leftward with a subject as in case (a). We now consider the puzzle of leftward

subject association in detail.

5See Rooth (1985, 1992) for a formal definition of the focus semantic value denotation function. The model of

Alternative Semantics sketched here differs from Rooth’s in that it eschews the ∼ focus interpretation operator. Here

we are only looking at vP-level focus-sensitive operators, where we may take Rooth’s ∼ focus interpretation operator

to have adjoined unambiguously to the complement of the focus-sensitive operator.
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3. The subject association puzzle

We now consider in detail the ability of English VP-even but not VP-only to associate with a

leftward subject. Jackendoff (1972) originally observed this contrast with the examples in (9). An

auxiliary is added in (10) to show that the even in question is indeed a VP-even and not simply a

post-nominal constituent even.

(9) VP-even but not VP-only can associate with a leftward subject:

a. * [John]F only gave his daughter a new bicycle. (Jackendoff, 1972, p. 250)

b. ? [John]F even gave his daughter a new bicycle. (Ibid, p. 248)

(10) ? [John]F will even give his daughter a new bicycle.

Given the compositional semantics for focus introduced in the previous section, the ability of

VP-even to associate with material outside of its c-command domain as in (9b,10) is surprising.

Assuming that vP-adjoining focus operators compute their semantic contribution using the alterna-

tives in their complement, only the choice of F-marking within the operator’s complement should

contribute to the operator’s semantics.

I propose that even in such cases is associating with the subject’s predicate-internal lower copy of

movement, assuming the vP-internal subject hypothesis. This proposal will be presented in detail

in the following section. The importance of the movement chain and its “trace” position for this

pattern of association is demonstrated through the following contrast between subjects of raising

and control verbs:

(11) Subject association across raising vs control:

a. ? A [professor]F seems to even [ be at the party].

b. * A [professor]F wants to even [PRO be at the party].

In (11a) the DP containing F-marking, “a professor”, has raised out of the nonfinite embedding,

where it originally was below the surface position of even. In (11b) “a professor” is base-generated

in the matrix subject position as the embedding verb is a control verb, “want”. The ability of even to

associate with a leftward subject, then, depends on the intended focus associate originating within

the scope of even.
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Having established that the focus associate originating within the scope of even is crucial for this

pattern of association, we might imagine that even associates with a leftward subject by forcing

the subject to reconstruct. That is, even though the associate of even is not c-commanded by even

at PF, the relevant DP is interpreted under reconstruction within the scope of even at LF.6

(12) One possible approach: reconstruction

a. PF: [DP ... αF ... ] ... [ even [ ... ... ]]

b. LF: ... [ even [ ... [DP ... αF ... ] ... ]]

However, I argue that this reconstruction approach is untenable. Consider the sentence in (13).

Here we are able to interpret this sentence with even associating with the predicate “student” in

the leftward subject. Crucially, (13) is compatible both with surface scope and inverse scope

between the universal subject and negation. The two scopes in (13) show that the possibility of

even associating with “student” in the subject is independent of the scope of the quantificational

subject, and therefore that the association of even with material in the leftward subject does not

force reconstruction of the subject into its base position.

(13) Subject association with even is compatible with different scopes for the subject:

Every [student]F didn’t even come to the party.

a. ?∀ > Neg: ⇒ No student came.

b. ?Neg > ∀: ⇒ Not every student came, but some may have.

The reconstruction-based account also suffers from additional complications. For example, nega-

tive quantifiers in derived subject positions do not reconstruct in their A-chain (Iatridou and Sichel,

2011, and citations therein). Under the reconstruction view, then, we would predict leftward sub-

ject association to be ungrammatical with subjects headed by negative quantifiers, as the subject

will be unable to reconstruct into the scope of even. However, association in such cases is possible:7

(14) ? No [student]F will even come to the party.

Therefore in cases of leftward subject association, even must be associating with material in the

“trace” position of movement in some way, without forcing reconstruction. In the next section,

I present my proposal which uses the Copy Theory of movement and show why this pattern of

association is possible with even but not only.

6Such an approach is suggested as a possibility in Kayne (1998, fn. 75).
7See section 5 below for discussion of the interpretation of even in downward-entailing contexts such as in (14).
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4. Proposal

4.1. Background: the Copy Theory of movement

I will begin by giving some background on the Copy Theory of movement which I adopt. Under the

Copy Theory of movement, movement does not replace its target with a new object, a “trace”, but

instead simply merges another “copy” of the targeted object elsewhere in the structure (Chomsky,

1993). At PF one copy in each movement chain is chosen for pronunciation: in cases of overt

movement, the head of the chain is pronounced while in cases of covert movement, a lower copy

is chosen for pronunciation. See Chomsky (1993); Fox (1999); Sauerland (1998) for syntactic

arguments for the Copy Theory of movement.

This Copy Theory approach to movement must be reconciled with our understanding of the seman-

tic consequences of movement. Having multiple (coindexed) instances of objects at LF does not

compositionally yield the expected truth conditions. Trace positions are crucial in the interpreta-

tion of movement, in particular as a variable bound by the predicate abstraction step of movement

(Heim and Kratzer, 1998). A solution that has been proposed is to tweak the lower copy at LF in

order to interpret these copy-based movement chains. The lower copy is converted into a definite

description with the restriction that it be equal to the variable in question through a process of

Trace Conversion (Rullmann and Beck, 1998; Fox, 2002).

Consider example (15), which has a quantifier in object position. I assume that the quantificational

DP undergoes Quantifier Raising through copying, resulting in a narrow syntax output with a

chain of coindexed “every book” DPs.8 At LF the lower copy of “every book” will undergo Trace

Conversion, resulting in the definite description “the book x”—formally ιy.(y is a book and y = x).

(15) An example of interpreting copies:

“John read every book.”

a. Quantifier Raising as copying: [every book]i John read [every book]i

b. LF after Trace Conversion: [every book] λx John read [the book x]

With this background on the Copy Theory of movement and the interpretation of copy-chains, we

now turn to the cases of apparent leftward subject association, beginning with the grammatical

cases with VP-even.

8I assume that quantifiers (type ??e, t?, t?) in non-subject position must covertly move (Quantifier-Raise) to a po-

sition of (extensional) propositional type t, in order to resolve a type mismatch. Predicate Abstraction will turn the

landing site into the necessary type ?e, t? expression (see Heim and Kratzer, 1998).
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4.2. Even can associate with the lower copy of movement

The core idea of this proposal is that, when a constituent containing F-marking is moved via the

Copy Theory, both copies retain their F-marking. In cases where an operator seemingly associates

with F-marked material which has moved out of its scope, I propose that the operator is in fact

associating with the F-marked predicate in the lower copy of the movement chain, within the

operator’s scope. In this section I will demonstrate how this yields a grammatical result when the

operator is even.

I will demonstrate this approach using example (16), which is interpreted with even associating

with the predicate “professor” in the subject. Because “a professor” was generated in Spec,vP

position and then moved to the surface Spec,TP position, there is a lower copy of the subject

within the scope of even. After the lower copy undergoes Trace Conversion (TC), we yield the LF

representation in (16b). Even associates with the F-marked “professor” in the lower copy.

(16) ? A [professor]F even came to the party.

a. Narrow syntax: [A [professor]F ]i even [a [professor]F ]i came to the party

b. LF after TC: [A [professor]F ] λx even [vP [the [professor]F x] came to the party]

The scalar inference introduced by even will be computed based on the ordinary and focus-semantic

value of its complement, vP. In a context where the F-marked predicate “professor” contrasts with

the predicate “student”, we yield the following alternatives at vP:

(17) Alternatives(vP) =

?

the professor x came to the party ,

the student x came to the party

?

We are now ready to evaluate the semantic contribution of even. We note, however, that the propo-

sitions in (17) include the free variables x, because the λ-binder for x is not within the scope of

even’s evaluation. I propose that these alternative propositions with free variables undergo existen-

tial closure. This yields the expected scalar inference of (16), which is satisfied in a context where

it is more likely for a student than a professor to come to the party:9

(18) Scalar inference of (16):

? (∃x. the professor x came to the party) <likely(∃x. the student x came to the party)

9Here the original quantifier was also existential, but the interpretation of even in such cases with different quanti-

fiers will be discussed in the following section.
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As is assumed, the scalar inference of even projects without composing with additional material

above it. The ordinary semantic value of vP will be unchanged by even and will continue to com-

pose with material above it, including the higher copy of the quantificational subject “a professor”.

This yields the following assertion for the clause:

(19) ?(16)? = ∃x. (x professor ∧ (λx.the professor x came to the party) (x))
= ∃x. (x professor ∧ x came to the party)

Notice that even uses the focus-alternatives only for the computation of its projective scalar infer-

ence and does not affect the truth-conditions of its assertion at all. The importance of this property

of even will be made clear when compared to only.

4.3. The associate of only cannot move out

As noted by Jackendoff (1972), VP-even has the ability to associate with F-marking in a leftward

subject, but not VP-only. In the previous section I proposed that even associates with the lower

copy of movement in such cases. In this section I show how this same configuration with only

yields an uninterpretable structure.

I will illustrate this using example (20). As with the previous case with even, copying the subject

will yield two instances of the F-marked predicate “professor”, with one being in the scope of only

(20a). Following Trace Conversion, we will have the LF in (20b). In order to evaluate only, we

compute the ordinary and focus-semantic denotations of the complement of only, vP (20c). Here I

again assume that the focus-semantic value of the F-marked “professor” is {professor, student}.

(20) * A [professor]F only came to the party.

a. Narrow syntax: [A [professor]F ]i only [a [professor]F ]i came to the party

b. LF after TC: [A [professor]F ] λx only [vP [the [professor]F x] came to the party]

c. Alternatives(vP) =

?

the professor x came to the party ,

the student x came to the party

?

Following Horn (1969), the assertion of [only vP] is the conjunction of the negations of the non-

prejacent alternatives. Here there is only one such alternative, “the student x came to the party”:

(21) ?only vP? = ¬(the student x came to the party)
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This step is the crucial difference between even and only. Whereas even uses the alternatives in its

complement only for the computation of its projective scalar inference, only uses these alternatives

in the computation of its assertive content, which will then compose with material above it. In this

case, x will be bound by the moved quantifier, “a professor”:

(22) ?(20)? = ∃x. (x professor ∧ ¬(the student x came to the party))

This utterance introduces contradictory requirements on the variable x. Specifically, the explicit

restriction of the quantifier “a professor” requires that x be a professor, but the lower definite de-

scription, introduced by Trace Conversion, requires that x be a student. The predicates “professor”

and “student” are disjoint, and therefore these two requirements on x cannot be satisfied at the

same time. I propose that (22) is therefore uninterpretable, making (20) ungrammatical with the

intended choice of focus association.

One crucial assumption in the discussion above is that the alternatives, student and professor in

the example above, are disjoint. While the traditional Roothian conception is for alternatives to be

contextually salient entities of the same semantic type (in this case, predicates), recent literature

has shown that this characterization is too inclusive. Wagner (2005, et seq) proposes that alterna-

tives must form a partition and therefore must be pairwise disjoint. Evidence for this comes from

Wagner’s “convertibles” sentences. Wagner notes that the sentence with only in (23) does not as-

sert that Mary does not like high-end convertibles, “unless the context is such that it made salient

a partition of convertibles into red ones and high-end ones” (Wagner, 2005, p. 249).10

(23) Context: Mary’s uncle, who produces high-end convertibles, is coming to her wedding.

“Mary only likes RED convertibles.”

?⇒ Mary does not like high-end convertibles.

⇒ Mary does not like blue convertibles, etc.

The issue observed in the semantic interpretation of (20) will therefore occur generally in any

example of attempted leftward subject association with only. This proposal derives the difference

between VP-even and VP-only in the (in)ability to associate with a leftward subject, first observed

in Jackendoff (1972), from independent differences in the semantic contribution of even and only.11

10See Katzir (2013) for further discussion of Wagner’s approach and an alternative.
11Note that the possibility of reconstructing the subject into its predicate-internal position, as in (i), does not feed

“backwards” subject association with only (ii). See Erlewine (in preparation) for discussion.

(i) Every professor didn’t [ come to the party]. ?∀ >Neg, ?Neg> ∀
Neg> ∀ LF: Neg [every professor came to the party] (every professor reconstructed into vP-internal position)

(ii) * Every [professor]F will only [ come to the party].

Intended LF: only [every [professor]F come to the party]
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5. Scale reversal of even and an argument for the lexical ambiguity theory

In the previous section I presented my analysis for cases of apparent backwards association of

even with a leftward subject. In this section I will extend this approach to clauses which include

downward-entailing operators. I will show that the interpretation of even in such cases can be

easily explained by adopting the lexical ambiguity theory of even (Rooth, 1985; von Stechow,

1991; Rullmann, 1997; Giannakidou, 2007, a.o.; also called the polarity theory), and then present

a new argument against the scope theory of even (Karttunen and Peters, 1979; Wilkinson, 1996;

Nakanishi, 2012, a.o.).

Karttunen and Peters (1979) observed that the scalar inference introduced by even is different in

downward-entailing (DE) contexts. Specifically, the direction of the scalar inference seems to be

reversed. This is observed with the pair of sentences in (24): even in (24a) reflects how relatively

unlikely it is for Bill to read Syntactic Structures, whereas even in (24b) reflects how likely it is for

Bill to read Syntactic Structures. (DE operators are bolded here.)

(24) The scalar inference of even is reversed in a downward-entailing environment:

a. Bill even read [Syntactic Structures]F .

? (Bill read Syntactic Structures) <likely (Bill read <...alternatives...>)

b. Bill didn’t even read [Syntactic Structures]F .

? (Bill read Syntactic Structures) >likely (Bill read <...alternatives...>)

The lexical ambiguity theory of even, first laid out in Rooth (1985), proposes that there are two

variants of English even, whose distribution depends on their environment. The standard even

which introduces an inference of the relative unlikeliness of the prejacent is a positive polarity item

(here evenPPI) and there is also a reverse scale even (here evenNPI) which introduces an inference

of the relative likeliness of the prejacent and is a negative polarity item.12 English VP-even is then

interpreted in its pronounced position.

I will now show how the lexical theory can account for the behavior of even associating with

material which has moved outside of its scope, in a downward-entailing context. Let us consider

example (25), which involves a raising embedding, in a context where “student” contrasts with

“professor”. The sentence is grammatical with the intended association of “student” with even,

with a scalar inference that it is considered more likely for a student to be to the party than for a

professor to be there.

(25) ?No [student]F seems to even be at the party. (cf 11a, 14)

12The existence of these two types of evens is additionally supported by the fact that some languages lexicalize these

two items differently. See König (1991); von Stechow (1991); Rullmann (1997) and others for German, Giannakidou

(2007) for Greek, Lahiri (2008) for Spanish, etc.
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Under my proposal, even associates with F-marking in the subject’s lower copy of movement. As

the lower copy of movement undergoes Trace Conversion—illustrated in (26b)—its quantifica-

tional part is overwritten. Even will then associate with the F-marked “student” in “the student x”

in the complement of even. Because even is within the scope of a downward-entailing operator

“no”, it will be interpreted as evenNPI. This results in the correct inference in (26c).13

(26) Interpreting (25) using the lexical ambiguity theory of even:

a. Narrow syntax: [No [student]F ]i seems to even [no [student]F ]i be at the party

b. LF after TC: [No [student]F ] λx seems to even [vP [the [student]F x] be at the party]

c. evenNPI: ? (∃x. the student x is at the party) >likely (∃x. the professor x is at the party)

If instead evenPPI is used here, we yield the wrong inference for (25): that it is less likely for a

student to come to the party than for a professor to be there:

(27) Using evenPPI for (25) yields an incorrect inference:

? (∃x. the student x is at the party) <likely (∃x. the professor x is at the party)

I now turn to the alternative theory for the scale-reversing nature of even in such environments,

called the scope theory of even, first proposed by Karttunen and Peters (1979). Under this view,

even covertly moves to a higher position to take scope over the downward-entailing operator. In-

cluding the downward-entailing quantifier in propositions used to construct the scalar inference

results in the apparent scale reversal, without the need for multiple homophonous evens. I will

show that the scope theory is able to account for the interpretation of even in (25), but it makes in-

correct predictions regarding leftward association with even, which ultimately makes it untenable.

Consider the derivation of (25) under the scope theory, illustrated in (28) below. At LF, even

covertly moves to a position above the downward-entailing operator (28a). Unlike in (26), then,

where even does not move and only the lower copy of the subject (converted into a definite de-

scription) was in the scope of even, in (28) the quantificational material of the subject (no) is in the

scope of even.14

(28) Interpreting (25) using the scope theory of even:

a. Even moves at LF: even [no [student]F seems to be at the party]

b. ? (no student seems to be at the party) <likely (no professor seems to be at the party)

⇐⇒ (some student seems to be at the party) >likely (some professor seems to be...)

13I thank Irene Heim for bringing such examples with downward-entailing contexts to my attention and also Martin

Hackl for further discussion.
14For simplicity, I do not illustrate the raising movement of the subject in (28).
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The scalar inference introduced by even is then as in (28b), expressing the relative unlikeliness that

no student seems to be at the party. This can be restated, however, by factoring out the negation,

as expressing the relative likeliness that some student seems to be at the party. This reflects the

scale-reversing behavior due to the presence of the downward-entailing operator. The result in

(28b) accords with our intuitions about the felicity of this expression.15

However, the scope theory makes incorrect predictions regarding the distribution of leftward sub-

ject association with even. The hypothesized covert movement step of even in (28) leads us to

predict the availability of the parallel covert movement in the control embedding counterpart (29)

below. In this LF, the overt F-marked “student” is now within the scope of even, and we therefore

predict even to be able to associate with the predicate “student” in the subject, contrary to fact.

(29) Scope theory incorrectly predicts similar structures with control to be grammatical:

* No [student]F wants to even be at the party. (cf 11b)

Expected LF: even [no [student]F wants to be at the party]

Note further that the contrast between (28) and (29) cannot be due to the covert movement step of

even being possible across a raising embedding but not across a control embedding. Under a scope

theory of even, even would have to move in the exact same configuration as in the expected LF for

(29) to explain the scale reversal of even in other, grammatical examples with control embeddings:

(30) ?Noone wants to even read the [abstract]F of this terrible paper.

Scope theory LF: even [noone wants to read the [abstract]F of this terrible paper]

The contrast in grammaticality between the raising example (25) and the control example (29)

therefore acts as an argument against the scope theory of even, as the scope theory is unable to

predict this contrast. This contrast is explained by my proposal together with the lexical theory of

even. Examples with leftward subject association are uniformly interpreted with even associating

with F-marking in the subject’s lower copy of movement, within the scope of even. Even is in-

terpreted in its surface position, and the scale reversal of even is due to the polarity-sensitivity of

even. The example with the control structure in (29) is ungrammatical because there is no lower

copy of the subject within the scope of even.

15The inference predicted by this view in (28), that it is more likely for a student to seem to be at the party than for

a professor to seem to be there, is not identical to what is produced in (26), but they are in the same direction—that is,

the relative likelihood of being at the party is positively correlated with the relative likelihood of seeming to be there.

Judgements regarding these inferences are therefore hard to tease apart.

Note, however, that the scope theory predicts that the scalar inference introduced by “no [student]F seems to even

be at the party” (25) will be equivalent to the inference introduced by “no [student]F even seems to be at the party”,

as their LFs after movement of even are predicted to be identical. To the extent that speakers can detect a difference

in the felicity conditions of these two utterances and in similar pairs, their difference offers an additional argument

for the lexical ambiguity theory, which predicts a difference in the scalar inferences introduced, and against the scope

theory of even.
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6. A broader pattern of leftward association: only even and not only

Thus far in this paper I have focused on the possibility of association with subjects which have

A-moved out of the scope of a focus operator, explaining the puzzling contrast between even and

only first observed in Jackendoff (1972). In this section I show that this contrast between only and

even extends to other forms of movement as well: that is, even can associate with a constituent

which has moved out of its scope, but only cannot.

(31) Even can associate with material moved out of its scope, but not only: (=2)

αF ... [ *only/?even [ ... ... ]] (with α interpreted as the associate of the operator)

We begin with a classic case of A-movement: wh-movement. We see in example (32a) that even

is able to associate with the restrictor of the fronted wh-phrase, “president”. In contrast, the same

configuration with only in (32b) is ungrammatical with the intended pattern of association.16

(32) Even can associate with a moved wh’s restrictor, but not only:

a. ? Which [president]F did you even meet ?

? it is unlikely for you to meet presidents, as opposed to other types of people.

b. * Which [president]F did you only meet ?

Consider next the case of topicalization. The examples in (33) are repeated from (3) above. Here

too we observe a contrast between even and only, where even is able to associate with the proper

name Mary moved out of its scope, but only cannot. Example (34) from Kayne (1998) also shows

that this pattern of association is possible with even.

(33) Even can associate with a proper name topicalized out of its scope, but not only: (=3)

a. ? [Mary]F , John even saw at the party.

b. * [Mary]F , John only saw at the party. (based on Tancredi, 1990, ex. 57b)

Intended: ≈ speaking of Maryi, John saw only [heri]F at the party.

(34) [John]F , they even consider intelligent. (Kayne, 1998, fn. 75)

16Note, however, that focus association with the entire fronted wh-phrase is not grammatical:

(i) * [Which president]F did you even meet ? (cf 32a)

Intended: Which president x is such that you met x?

? it is unlikely for you to meet x, as opposed to other people.

(ii) * [Who]F did you even meet ?

Intended: Who x is such that you met x?

? it is unlikely for you to meet x, as opposed to other people.

The generalization is that apparent backwards association by even can only target F-marking in the restrictor of

the moved DP, not an entire F-marked DP. Backwards association with proper names, as in (33) below, is possible

because proper names are definite descriptions (Elbourne, 2002), as reflected by the cross-linguistically common use

of definite determiners with names (Matushansky, 2006, a.o.). See Erlewine (in preparation) for further discussion.
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Similar interactions can be observed with covert movement, through the effect of focus association

on quantifier scope-taking. I assume that QR, a covert movement operation, is required for the

inverse scope (every boy > someone) interpretation in the following baseline example:17

(35) Someone wants to meet every boy in the room. ?∃ > ∀, ?∀ > ∃
LF for ∀ > ∃: [every boy] someone wants [ PRO meet ]

The addition of only associating with “boy” has the effect of blocking the inverse scope reading,

as discussed in Aoun and Li (1993), building on Tancredi (1990). This is explained by only being

unable to associate with “boy” if “every boy” QRs out of only’s scope. However, the scope of

every boy is not restricted in the same way when “boy” is associated with even:

(36) Only restricts QR height, but not even:

a. Someone wants to even meet every [boy]F in the room. ?∃ > ∀, ?∀ > ∃

b. Someone wants to only meet every [boy]F in the room. ?∃ > ∀, *∀ > ∃

Additional contrasts of this form are presented in detail in Erlewine (in preparation). In all of the

cases presented in this section, the pattern of association can be explained with the same logic I

presented for leftward subject association in section 4. Even is able to associate with F-marking in

the lower copy of movement, within the scope of even. The same configuration with only yields

an uninterpretable structure, due to the differing semantics of only.

Previous work looking at focus association with material which has moved out of the operator’s

scope (Tancredi, 1990; Aoun and Li, 1993; Beaver and Clark, 2008) has looked primarily at only

and has therefore come to the conclusion that association in this configuration is always impos-

sible.18 These proposals have the effect of banning all association with the configuration in (31),

not just with only. As we have seen in this section, association in precisely this configuration is

possible with even, though it is indeed impossible with only. Wholesale bans of focus association

in this configuration therefore cannot be maintained.19

17In particular, note that there is no option for someone to reconstruct into a lower position in order to derive this

inverse scope reading, due to the control embedding.
18A notable exception is Barbiers (1995), who argues that focus operators can generally associate with trace po-

sitions. This is based on movement to the left periphery in Dutch and German, which does allow association in the

configuration (31) with both only and even. However, for the English facts described here, the proposal in Barbiers

(1995) fails to distinguish between different operators and incorrectly predicts that only can also associate with ma-

terial which has moved out of its scope. I discuss these facts and the difference between Germanic and English-type

languages in Erlewine (in preparation).
19Beaver and Clark (2008, chapter 7) explains Tancredi’s (1990) proposed ban on association in this configuration by

appealing to the fact that F-marking affects the phonological realization of its bearer and proposing that trace positions

therefore cannot contain F-marking. The data and proposal here therefore also constitute an argument against such a

general ban on F-marking on unpronounced material.
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7. Conclusion

The ability of VP-even but not VP-only to associate with a leftward subject was first observed in

Jackendoff (1972). Under the Alternative Semantics approach to focus semantics (Rooth, 1985,

1992) focus-sensitive operators consider the alternative propositions computed in their comple-

ment, and therefore must have an F-marked constituent in their c-command domain. This apparent

“backwards” association with a focus associate outside of the scope of the focus operator has

therefore been a long-standing puzzle for theories of focus association.

Following the Copy Theory of movement, I propose that even is able to associate with F-marked

material in the lower copy of a movement chain, inside its scope. Such cases of apparent backwards

association with even are therefore illusory, and do not counterexemplify the principle that focus-

sensitive operators associate with material in their scope. The same configuration with only leads

to an uninterpretable structure. This difference derives from independent semantic differences

between even and only: even uses the alternatives in its complement to introduce a projective

inference, while only modifies the assertion. I presented evidence for this view from contrasts

between raising and control embeddings, and showed that this pattern of association does not rely

on reconstruction.

The facts from leftward subject association also form a new argument for the lexical ambiguity

theory for even’s interpretation in downward-entailing contexts. Under the competing scope the-

ory of even, even has the ability to move covertly and be interpreted with higher scope, and must

do so in order to outscope downward-entailing operators. I showed that the scope theory is unable

to account for differences in leftward association between raising and control embeddings, incor-

rectly predicting leftward association to be possible with control embeddings. I showed how my

proposal—together with the lexical ambiguity theory of even and the assumption that VP-even is

interpreted in its surface position—is able to accurately model the distribution of leftward associ-

ation, while also accurately modeling the scale reversal behavior of even.

Finally, I discussed the more general question of focus-sensitive operators associating with material

which has moved outside of their scope. Previous work on this question looked primarily at only,

and suggested a general ban on focus association in such configurations (Tancredi, 1990; Aoun and

Li, 1993; Beaver and Clark, 2008). I showed instead that focus association in this configuration is

indeed impossible with only, but is possible with even. I showed that the proposal put forth in this

paper for the puzzle of leftward subject association also extends to other movement configurations

and is able to explain the distribution patterns of the data.
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